Dingo Project | Ngununggula

Exhibition Kit

Acknowledgement
of Country

Acknowledging Country is one way of showing
your respect for the Traditional Custodians of
the lands, waters and sky where you live.
Acknowledgements of Country can be active and
creative; make it meaningful and sincere.

4. What changes happen to the

1. Spend 2 minutes outside looking,

feeling and listening to what is
around you.
2. What does this place look, feel

and sound like at different times
of the day?

sounds, feelings, smells and look
of this place?
5. Consider this place at the time

of the sun setting.

6. What changes happen to the

sounds, feelings, smells and look
of this place?

If you do not already know, find out
who the Traditional Custodians are
of the Country you live on.

7. The sun has been rising and setting

on this Country since time
immemorial.
8. Acknowledge the Traditional

Custodians of the Country you are
on. Pay your respects to Elders of
the Country you are on and carry
this intention with you.

3. Consider this place at the time

of the sun rising.
We Acknowledge the Gundungurra people the Traditional
Custodians of the land upon which Ngununggula is located.

Creative activity | Trish Levett

Protection and Protest:
Introduction

Key themes/ideas:

About the Protection and Protest creative activity:
This activity engages with the artwork and practice of
artist Trish Levett. It encourages particpants to think
about social responsibility and how personal connections
can be arenas for political activity.

		Materials:

Reflections:

• Social responsibility

• Paper or cardboard

• Personal is political

• Drawing Materials: crayons,

Feedback is always voluntary.
Create culturally safer spaces
by sharing your own stories and
experiences, encouraging
participants to share as much
or as little as they like. Ensure all
participants have an opportunity
to share.

• Creating community around a

shared sense of what is worth
protecting

texta’s, paint, pencils or pens.
Additional Resources:

• Dingo Project artist talks

at Ngununggula:
https://vimeo.com/678010378

About the artist:
Trish Levett

Trish Levett is a Gundungurra Elder,
with many generations of attachment
to the local area. She is an artist, a
holder of knowledge of the
Gundungurra language, and she is
locally very well known as a
community organiser and a political
activist.

She has advocated for the protection
of sacred sites in the area, and drawn
attention to issues faced by Aboriginal
children and young people and
advocates for support for cultural
wellbeing. Trish recently organised a
Black Lives Matter demonstration in
the Southern Highlands.

She uses her voice and knowledge
to gather people and help them
understand why they should protect
the land and people.
Image courtesy the artist

About the artwork:
Dingo Dreaming

Trish painted Dingo dreaming
using ochres she collected on
Country, at a site near Carrington
Falls. She decided she wanted to
make marks in the most basic way
she could, so she didn’t use any
tools, she mixed the ochres into
paint and applied it on the canvas
using her hands.

Trish Levett, Dingo Dreaming (2021), Ochre from Carrington Falls on canvas, 76cm x 76cm
Courtesy of the artist and Ngununggula.

“When my son Jarrah was about five
years old, he would wake me up at
all hours of the night, telling me the
white dog (dingo) was licking his feet.
This happened for many years.
I explained to Jarrah that the dingo
pup/dingoes were a part of our
culture and that there are dingo
remains at Wombeyan Caves, and
is linked to our dreaming story of
Gurrangatch and Mirragan. Jarrah
would have to wear socks to bed right
up until he was five years old so the
white dingo wouldn’t lick his feet
during the night and wake him up.”
Wall text, Ngununggula, Dingo Project, 2022

Protection and Protest:
Warm up

Trish’s painting comes from a story
that is very personal. It is also
connected to her political work, and
her experiences as a Gundungarra
Elder.

“I have a voice and I need to speak out”
Trish Levett

1. Think about the word “protect”

4. With a finger on your opposite

2. How does this word make you feel?

palm, draw a shape that feels
protective.

3. Where does this feeling sit in your 			

body? How would your body
make a protective shape?

Quote sourced from video, Trish Levett, a Gundungurra Elder: “children in culture, not care”

Protection and Protest:
Creative learning activity

Trish Levett’s work as an artist and
an activist is about protecting
important places and people.
What are the things you want
to protect?
1. Think about something in your life
that you want to protect. Is this a
place? A person? An idea? Write
a list of things in your life worth
fighting for.

2. Think back to the invisible
protective “mark” you made
earlier on your palm. Draw that
mark on a sheet of paper. You can
use a pencil, or paint, or charcoal;
you can use your hands, or a
brush - anything that makes
a mark.

4. Think about protest signs and
		 the language that they use: they
		 are usually very short, clear
		 sentences with emotional impact. 		
		 How can you use the words you’ve 		
		 generated to create a slogan for
		your protest?

5. You now have a slogan and a
3. Look at your symbol. Take a
		 symbol: using whatever materials
moment to think of some words
		 are available and feel appropriate,
that remind you of the feeling in the 		 create a banner that can inspire
symbol. Write a list of words that
		 others to join you in your protest.
resonate with this feeling.

Protection and Protest:
Reflection

1. Do you think the ideas represented
on your banner might also be
important to other people
in your community?
2. How else might you share and bring 		
these feelings out into the world?

3. If you have completed this activity 		
with a group take a look at other 		
peoples banners : what are the
things you have in common that
you want to protect?

Creative activity | Judith Nangala Crispin

Layers of Meaning:
Introduction

Key themes/ideas:

• Finding ways of connecting
to Country

About the Layers of Meaning resource:
In this activity you will learn more about Judith Nangala
Crispin’s artwork and artistic practice, and experiment
with layering drawings.

		Materials:

Reflections:

• 3 x A5-sized pieces of baking

Feedback is always voluntary.
Create culturally safer spaces
by sharing your own stories and
experiences, encouraging
participants to share as much
or as little as they like. Ensure all
participants have an opportunity
to share.

• Experimenting with materials

paper, or paper that is
semi-transparent.
• A pencil or a marker
• Sticky tape or blu-tack
• A window or a light box

• Respectfully working with

Additional Resources:

• Displacement from

Country due to colonisation
and processes

natural materials

• Dingo Project artist talks

at Ngununggula:
https://vimeo.com/678010378

About the artist:

www.judithcrispin.com

Judith Nangala Crispin

Judith Nangala Crispin is a poet,
photographer and musician. She is
a descendant of the BpangerangGunaikurnai people. Key to her
artistic practice is her relationship
and connection to Country, despite
cultural displacement and loss due
to colonisation. She wants her
artworks to be a “genuine
collaboration with Country”.
Judith has been experimenting with
cameraless photography. She invented
her own photographic process that
she calls ‘Lumachrome glass printing’.

It combines sun printing (Lumen
printing), drawing, chemistry and
exposing through a glass (‘cliché
verre’). The process of creating
Lumachrome glass prints is complex
and intensive, and Judith admits that
there are many failures along the way.
Judith often arranges road-killed
animals, clay, sticks, leaves, blood,
resin and seeds on paper that is
sensitive to light in order to make
her photographs
Image: Judith Nangala Crispin in her geodesic dome
on Gundungurra Country. Photograph: James Brickwood
Copy adapted from wall text, Ngununggula, Dingo Project, 2022
and the artist ‘s website.

About the artwork:

Comets in the snow gums and alpine flowers, the night Orion and Estelle
crossed the federal highway, falling in traffic, in the hymns of winter
nightjars, and rose again covered in stars

Judith works respectfully with road-killed
animals to create the Lumachrome glass
prints, before she gives them a burial.

Judith Nangala Crispin , Comets in the snow gums and alpine flowers, the night Orion and Estelle crossed
the federal highway, falling in traffic, in the hymns of winter nightjars, and rose again covered in stars (2021),
Unique Lumachrome glass print, cliché verre and Chemigram drawing. Road-killed dingo pups with wildflowers,
seeds, resin, wax, gold chloride, turmeric, rodinal and selenium toner. Exposed 42 hours on silver-gelatin coated
fibre paper in a geodesic dome. Nailed to stained ply in a nimbus of hand-sewn echidna quills.
Image courtesy and © the artist

These works are the result of genuine
collaboration with the landscape.
They are literally constructed from
light, earth and flesh. I love this
technique of lumachrome glass
printing for its ability to make dead
animals and birds seem alive again.
It is light alone that manifests these
colours and shapes - not paint or
anything that can be completely
controlled.

She started experimenting with this
process after Warlpiri women artists
spoke to her about kurruwarri –
patterns in the land – in which
“Country is trying to speak to
[Warlpiri] all the time through
patterns”.

Quote sourced from Monk Gallery, “Speaking with Country
an interview with Judith Crispin.”

Layers of Meaning:
Warm up - slow looking

The artist takes time and care in
the process of creating her artworks.
This warm up encourages you to
slow down and take the time to
look closely.

“I’m honouring the life of that animal,” ... “You can’t
honour a life in a half-second shutter speed, you just can’t.
But if you sit for 50 hours with something that has passed away,
making sure everything is printing on the page, there is something
of honouring in that.”
Judith Nangala Crispin

1. Look at the artwork closely,
either digitally or at the gallery.
2. What do you notice about the
colours and textures?
3. Which directions do the two
dingoes in the Lumachrome
glass print seem to be heading?

Quote sourced from“The artist who
turns roadkill into fine art,” The Australian Financial Review, Kate Hennessy.

Layers of Meaning:
Creative learning activity

The artist uses layering techniques with sheets of
glass marked with wax, fluids, earth, minerals, drawing
and scratches, alongside multiple exposures. In this
activity you will experiment with layers of meaning.

1. Take some time to think about what
3. Choose the first person, place or
5. Move the layers around and
the words ‘honour’ and ‘respect’ 			
thing on your list and use one of the 				 rearrange them. Consider each
mean to you. How do these words
pieces of paper to create a drawing 		 combination until until you find
make you feel?
that embodies what you are thinking 				 one that works best for you.
and feeling. Experiment and play
2. Think of 3 people, places and/or
with how you make marks on the
6. When you have chosen an
things that you feel respect for, or
paper, the size of the drawings
		 arrangement, you’re invited to
that you want to honour. How would 		
and the textures of the paper.
		 tape the three pieces on the
the act of respecting or honouring
		 window or lightbox.
them look or feel?
4. Repeat this step with the next 2
pieces of paper. Go to a window
7. You may like to return to your
or lightbox and layer the three
		 layers to engage with them over
pieces of paper, one on top of
		 the next few days.
another.

Layers of Meaning:
Reflection

1. How did it feel to think about
honour and respect? How has
your understanding or feelings
about these two concepts have 				
changed?
2. What do you notice about the
layers of drawings when you return
to them at different times of the day?
3. If you are working among other
people, you may like to share
elements of your drawings if you
are comfortable to do so.

Extension options:

• Use a stop-motion animation app, 		
such as iMotion, to make a minianimation of the layers of the
drawings. Consider how the
meanings may change for you
over time.

Creative activity | Aroha Groves

Material Stories:
Introduction

Key themes/ideas:

• Innovation of limited materials,
material languages, the way
materials can tell stories

About the Material Stories resource:
This activity engages with the artwork and practice of
artist Aroha Groves. It encourages participants to engage with
story telling through the languages of materials.

		Materials:

Reflections:

• Found materials
• A pencil or pen
• Paper

Feedback is always voluntary.
Create culturally safer spaces
by sharing your own stories and
experiences, encouraging
participants to share as much
or as little as they like. Ensure all
participants have an opportunity
to share.

• Art as a tool for speaking up
about important issues

• Using metaphor to reveal
deeper meanings

• Using readily available materials
that are specific to place

Additional Resources:

• Dingo Project artist talks

at Ngununggula:
https://vimeo.com/678010378

About the artist:
Aroha Groves

Aroha Groves’ work is deeply
entrenched in Indigenous history,
exploring a variety of mediums to
communicate a message of inclusivity
and acceptance between all
Australian communities. Aroha was
a long standing member of Boomalli
Indigenous Arts Cooperative, and a
significant voice in her community.

Her multi-disciplinary works include
ceramics, found objects, natural
materials and digital works, and
co-inhabit the world of her Indigenous
ancestry and the contemporary
world in which we live today.

About the artwork:
Sunset on the Wild Dog

The artist lives close to dog
fencing which was erected by
the NSW Department of Lands
in order to keep wild dogs out
and protect livestock. Utilising
vermin mesh to construct the
work, it refers to the way
Aboriginal people are often
treated, contained, kept away
from their lands and out of sight.

is locked away behind the wild
dog fence (which is what it is
called out this way) to keep
it away from stock.”

“I used wool more as that idea of
wolf in sheep’s clothing, yet also
the irony that buruma (Gamilaraay
for wild dog)
Aroha Groves, Sunset on the Wild Dog (2021), Dimensions variable, Fencing wire, vermin mesh and wool
Courtesy of the artist and Ngununggula.

Adapted from wall text, Ngununggula, Dingo Project, 2022
and “Interview with Aroha Groves,” Welcome Studio artist initiative, 2017.

Material Stories:
Warm up

Artist Aroha Groves works in
conversation with the things
around her, in the place where
she lives.
1. Take a few moments to be
present in a place where you live.
This could be in your home, in
your street or neighbourhood.

“I tend to talk to the things I see around me, I use art
as a voice. My practice is varied so I do whatever
I feel like doing”
Aroha Groves

2. Find something that draws your
attention and sparks your interest.
It might be a tiny detail in the
environment or an element
(wind, smell, light) or a natural or
built structure etcetera.
3. Use your imagination to have
a conversation with what drew
your interest or attention.

4. How might you have this conversation? 		
Remember that conversations are
two way, so be sure to listen. You
don’t need to be verbal or use words
and might like to have this conversation 		
through gentle touch, noticing subtle
changes or paying attention to your
feelings when you engage with
this thing.
5. What connections have you made
through this conversation?
quote taken from“Interview with Aroha Groves,”
Welcome Studio artist initiative, 2017.

Material Stories:
Creative learning activity

“I tend to talk to what I think is important at the time so my work does
have a political bent to it. I think art is a great medium for
expressing those things. It’s using the gloved fist approach. You can talk in
a soft way about some pretty important issues.”
Aroha Groves

5. Use your materials to create a
sculpture or installation that embodies
this part of your story. Consider the
language of these materials and
3. Consider all of the parts of
how they can come together to tell
your story, break it down into the 			 your story.
This activity can be done
people, objects, sites, materials,
individually or collaboratively.
colours, feelings and memories
6. Invite another person or people
that make your story.
to have a conversation with your 			
1. Think of the place where you live. 			
sculpture or installation.
What are the stories that are
4. Choose one part of your story
connected to this place? These
7. You might like to share as much or
and collect no more than three
could be experiences,
as little as you like about your
types of materials from your
contemporary, historical or
story with them.
immediate environment to
personal stories.
represent this part of your story.
Aroha Groves uses the language
of her materials to tell stories. In
Sunset on the Wild Dog, she uses
only three different materials to
tell a complex story.

2. Choose one of these stories
that you have a personal
connection to.

quote taken from“Interview with Aroha Groves,”
Welcome Studio artist initiative, 2017.

Material Stories:
Reflection

1. How do you feel telling your
story using limited and readily
available materials?
2. What unexpected things emerged
in your story by using the language
of materials?
You might like to share this
experience with someone
around you.

Extension options:

• Deepen your engagement with

the place where you live. Think of
an issue that is important to you
and your community. What are
some ways that you could learn
more and raise awareness about
this issue?

Thank you for taking some time to engage
with the Dingo Project exhibition kit.

